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I. What is this document about?
When I first heared of Omegle I was fascinated from it's idea and simple usage. This service
seems to promise a lot of fun and interesting conversations.
In January 2010 I started to get interested in the details: How does Omegle work and is this
service secure?
Sadly it didn't take long until I found out that Omegle comes along with some serious
security issues.
Since I did not find many articles about this I decided to write this document and explain
to normal Omegle users why they should be concerned about their privacy.
In this document, most things are based on the stuff Bear24rw (Max Thrun) found out. I just
put the pieces together and explain why Omegle should be enjoyed with caution.
II. About Omegle
“Omegle is a brand-new service for meeting new friends. When you use Omegle, we pick
another user at random and let you have a one-on-one chat with each other. Chats are
completely anonymous, although there is nothing to stop you from revealing personal
details if you would like.” [1]
This service has became very popular and is used by thousands of people all over the world.

III. Introduction
When you enter the chat room and talk to a stranger you disclosure your information to the
Omegle server. In general when using such a service you can thrust the company or private
individual running this service. You rely on their competence and feel secure since
everything should be secure and encrypted. Right?

In this case you may be wrong putting your thrust into this service. Various things indicate
that Omegle is very open and not secure at all.
Being interested in the way Omegle works, I started Wireshark (sniffer tool) and watched
the packages scrolling down my screen while I was chatting with some stranger.

Well, this was a short conversation. Let's see what wireshark is saying:

Bingo! See the text at the bottom right of the picture? It seems that Omegle still sends data
unencrypted.
I am not the only one who found this out. Actually Bear24rw already described this issue in
a blog entry [2]. Omegle communicates the data the following way:
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omegle.com/start
"123456" <-- random 6 digit 'username' (a-z A-Z 0-9 _ -)
omegle.com/events?id=123456
[["connected"]]
omegle.com/send?msg=hello&id=123456
win <-- funny
omegle.com/events?id=123456
[["gotMessage", "hey"]] <-- message from other person

POST omegle.com/disconnect?id=123456 <-- quit the chat

Some new facts just popped up. Omegle gives every use a random ID (containing of 6
digits), Omegle uses the “events”-script and uses the POST-method for communication.
We now know enough to go further...

IV. Understanding Omegle
We now know that Omegle uses some sript called “event” to handle the data. It doesn't
take a high IQ to guess that the Omegle service also contains some sort of queue which
stores the users (e.g. the users waiting for a chat partner) and the messages.
This should look like this:
Client1 <--send/receive data--> Server <--send/receive data--> Client2
Based on this assumption, Bear24rw described a scenario where man in the middle attacks
would make it possible to send messages to users who don't have a clue that you are here.
Another idea would be to even link dozends of chatters together in one single chat room.
Another Omegle user who already looked at the security of this service also developed some
ideas about how to have some more fun.
John Sichi published his man in the middle script here [3].
V. Summary
The fact that manipulating the chat sessions is possible makes this service highly insecure
when you keep in mind that some people reveal their personal data to other chatters and
think that this information is “safe”.
The private individual running Omegle should already be aware of this issue and make some
changes so using this service is more secure.
Anyway, I think it is a great achievement that someone that young (as far as I know this guy
is 18/19 years old) develops such a great idea and service. Omegle is very fun and should be
developed further.
VI. Sources and other stuff
[1] Description taken directly from omegle.com
[2] http://bear24rw.blogspot.com/2009/11/omeglecom-man-in-middle-attack.html
[3] http://thinkwaitfast.blogspot.com/2009/09/i-should-really-get-job-soon.html
Thx going out to Max Thrun alias Bear24rw for his thoughts about Omegle and the security
issues.
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